Finding Your
Balance
Juggling Work and Family

It’s a balancing act

E

very day, you are one person playing a lot of different roles
— and most of them are very important roles. At any given
moment, you may be …
parent			employee
friend			
son or daughter
sister or brother		
community member
And often you have to balance two or three or more of these
important responsibilities at once. So
it’s not surprising if sometimes you
feel tired … confused … stressed …
overwhelmed … scared.
Doing several things at the same
time, and doing a good job with all of
them, is never easy. But there are ways
to successfully juggle the many roles
in your busy life. With practice, a little
luck, and some help, you can “keep all
the balls in the air.” (And even find
time for yourself — the one person who is often left off the list.)

It may be a small comfort …
… but you’re certainly not alone. Most parents — including
single parents with young children — work. And all working
parents, whether they’re top executives or hourly wage-earners,
share the same concerns:
n

Clashing schedules … The kids have the day off, you don’t
— and the daycare center is closed.

*“He” and “she” will be used interchangeably throughout this booklet to represent both males and females.
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Time pressures … There are more errands, meetings, and
chores than you can fit into a 24-hour day.
Personal problems … Friendships and romance seem to
get squeezed out of your life.
Conflicting needs … At work, you worry about your
family. At home, you worry about your job.
Safety issues … Kids are exposed to temptations,
pressures, and dangers, and it can be hard to protect them,
especially when you’re trying to do everything else that
needs to be done.

Working it out

Y

ou need to find a balance among all the different demands
in your life. So, where do you start? Start with the place
where you have the least control over what happens and when:
the workplace. Success on the job makes home life easier and
more relaxed. And the better employee you are, the more your
boss will want to meet your needs.
3 Find the best possible job for your life situation. Flexible
scheduling, on-site child care, family-friendly work
policies, a shorter commute — these may be more
important, at least for now, than a bigger paycheck or
better chances for promotion.
3 Know the rules. In some workplaces, workers are entitled
to a certain number of hours of personal leave. Even a very
small company may have policies that can make a tough
situation easier.
3 Build up some good will before you ask for a special favor:
whether it’s time off, a schedule change, or a different
jobsite. Make a solid effort to go out of your way to help
your manager or co-workers when they’re “behind the
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eight ball.” The old saying, “You
scratch my back and I’ll scratch
yours” applies at work just as it
does everywhere else.
3 Tell your employer exactly how
you will use the time off and why
it’s important: “My son’s teacher
thinks that he may have a hearing
problem. The clinic only schedules
hearing tests on Tuesdays between
10 and 4.”
3 Create a “win-win” situation. Don’t just state the problem,
offer a plan so that your employer knows you won’t be
leaving things unfinished or making more work for others.
“I can make up the time by coming in an hour early starting
Monday. Or, I could take work home with me; maybe those
order sheets you wanted filled out.”
There’s no question about it, thinking of ways to help
your employer come out ahead is the surest way for you to
come out ahead!
3 Thank your employer for being understanding and flexible.
Everyone benefits from family-friendly decisions, but
everyone also likes to be appreciated! “I really appreciate
your letting me take the time off! It’ll be a load off my mind
to stop worrying so much about Tommy’s school problems.”

Kids first

T

he number one concern of working parents is their children. It’s easier to concentrate on work once you know that
your children are safe, happy, and well taken care of.
Just as you’re a better parent when you have a good job that
helps you provide for your family’s needs, you’re a better worker
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when you’re confident that your children are in good hands
when you’re not around.
For most working parents, child care arrangements are the
hardest part of the work/family balancing act. It’s important
both for you and for your children to like, trust, and
communicate with the people who provide that care. Good care
and good schools are available — but you have to be prepared
to ask questions and make sure your children get the kind of
care and concern you want them to have.

Taking care of the kids
There are many different resources that can lead you to good
child care. You’ll probably try several of them. Give yourself
as much time as possible to look around — this is one decision
you don’t want to make in a hurry.
3 Ask family and friends who are
working parents for their advice.
Your sister-in-law or next-door
neighbor can tell you where to
look … and who to avoid.
3 Many states have “r & r,” resource
and referral (sometimes called
“resource and information” or
“information and referral”) for
child care. Call 1-800-4242246 to find the nearest agency or visit childcareaware.org
for help in locating care that meets your needs.
3 Use the paper or online version of the Yellow Pages under
“Child Care,” or call the department of social services.
Many churches sponsor child care centers, so be sure to
check with them.
3 Contact the agency in your state that licenses child care
providers. Ask about providers in your area.
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School days
Schools are child care providers too. Know what your choices
are. Find out what the local schools are doing right … and
wrong. Get involved as much as you are able.
When parents care and know what’s going on at
school, kids get better grades and stay out of
trouble.
Even for single parents who work full time, there are
volunteer opportunities that will keep you in touch with
teachers and other parents: telephoning; helping with weekend
or evening activities; or, helping with special projects.
Some schools have before- and after-school programs. Sports
and extracurricular activities can be important too. Know your
child’s style, personality, and interests. As children get older,
they may have strong ideas about the kind of school experience
they want. Listen to what they have to say, even if you can’t
guarantee that you’ll be able to follow their wishes.

Home alone?
It’s one of the hardest questions a parent has to answer:
“Is my child old enough and responsible enough to be alone
before/after school?” Only you can make that decision!
It’s an especially hard decision for working parents on
tight budgets. The question
probably won’t come up until
your child is 11 or 12, the
youngest age that most kids
should be left unsupervised
for more than a few minutes.
The most important issue is
your child’s safety. Both you
and your child need to feel comfortable about her being on her
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own. Talk it over with your child, and go slow. A child who is
easily frightened, or very daring, or too forgetful to keep track
of a door key, isn’t ready to be home alone for several hours
each day.






Have a reasonable schedule and list of rules for afterschool hours. For example: call me at work as soon as you
get home; no visitors in the house; start homework after
your 4 pm show, and so on.
Work out an emergency plan. You’ll both feel better if your
child has a list of emergency phone numbers and knows
just what to do in case
of a power outage; an
accident; a stranger at
the door.
Many experts suggest
you have a code word
that only you and your
child know. If someone
comes up and says you’ve asked him to take your child
home (or to his aunt’s, or whatever), without the code
word, your child knows it isn’t safe to go with that stranger.
Choose a word neither of you will forget, and make sure
your child understands its importance and the fact it
should not be told to anyone.
Be very careful about putting an older child in charge of
younger ones. It can cause a lot of stress, fighting, and
resentment. If an older brother or sister is willing and is
ready for the responsibility, work out clear rules and limits
that everyone can live with. Tell your children and write a
note too:
Jeffrey, Madison can watch her show at 4:00 and you
can watch yours at 5:00.

		 Here, Jeffrey and Madison’s parent has avoided an
argument by planning in advance and communicating.
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Shaquena, no friends over while you’re watching the
kids. If everything goes well, you can see your friends
tonight.

		 Shaquena’s parent has given her something to work for;
she’s being invited to see her responsibility not as a burden,
but as a way to get something she wants.

The home team

E

ven in homes where there are two parents, mother does
most of the daily chores (food shopping, meal preparation,
laundry, cleaning) and child care arrangements. It doesn’t
have to be that way … and
if you’re working full-time,
it shouldn’t. Ask for help
from the other people in the
household; they’re part of the
family too! They can and will
pitch in, and they’ll enjoy
doing their part if you set an
example that is positive, polite, and upbeat.
The first step to good teamwork is good communication. Set
a time for everyone to sit down and talk about how to do the
family balancing act. After you’ve made plans and divided up
the responsibilities, go over things every couple of weeks or so
to see if things need changing.
Act like partners, not boss and assistants. When someone
does a job like setting the table or folding the laundry
differently from the way you do it, just accept it — it’s still done!
Unless the child’s way is dangerous or neglectful, let them take
charge of the chore.
Find something to praise for everything you criticize. Maybe
Maria takes too long in the bathroom on school mornings.
Suggest using a loud timer, or having a written bathroom
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schedule. And remember to thank Maria for the good job she
does fixing everybody’s lunches.

Good morning!
A smooth start makes everybody’s day go better. Here’s where
planning and preparation really pay off.
3 Start the night before. Have one central place for
everything that has to go out the door in the morning:
lunches, homework, bus fares, permission slips, etc. It may
help to have an “IN & OUT” tray or carton for each family
member, marked with his/her name.
3 Have reasonable bed and
wake-up times. Make
them early enough so
that everyone is awake
one hour before they
have to leave the house.
Change schedules a little
at a time — 15 minutes a
week — to give people a chance to adjust. And if you get up
first, you can dress and get organized without interruption.
3 Stay cool in the kitchen. Set the breakfast table right after
dinner and make lunches the night before.
3 Make getting dressed easy. Put out clothes the night
before. For pre-schoolers, consider dressing them in their
sweatpants and t-shirts for the following day. They’ll
be ready to go out the door in the morning in the clean
clothes they slept in.
3 Remember that young kids are not tuned in to clock time.
“We’re leaving in five minutes” or “It’s almost 8 o’clock!”
doesn’t mean a thing. Use a timer or a reminder like, “The
show is over, we’re leaving now” so you don’t have to shout
and argue.
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Thank you for taking a look at a
Life Skills Education booklet. We
hope you like what you read! Our
customers tell us our materials are
concise, informative, reader-friendly,
and cost-effective. They go anywhere
and can be read everywhere!
Please contact us at (800) 273-0033
if you have any questions.

